The Answer - Taking control of NOW and understanding the power of CHOICE
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Yesterday is gone, the only thing you can do with it is learn from your short comings, change
your thinking and move on. Tomorrow is a mystery and it isn’t guaranteed. Over and above that,
tomorrow is a direct result of decisions made and actions taken TODAY. The only thing you have
absolute control of is NOW. The question is, what are you going to do with it? Knowledge is
knowing something, WISDOM is putting what you know to good use. So a fundamental question
to ask yourself is “Are you going to be wise or just knowledgeable”?
Well, you have TWO CHOICES: you have the choice TO or you have the choice NOT TO. Taking
CONTROL means that you actually ACTION one or the other. Three birds are sitting on a wire;
two decide to fly away, how many are left? The answer is 3 ….Why? Just because you DECIDE
TO DO something, doesn’t mean you will actually ACTION YOUR THOUGHTS. WHEN is the best
time to action your thought? NOW! Why? Well, you have to take the opportunity of a lifetime,
in the lifetime of the opportunity and remember, the only thing that you have absolute
CONTROL of is NOW. Just now may just bee too late.
You can Make A Difference if you decide TO, you also Make A Difference if you decide NOT TO.
Interestingly 2% of the population actually decides TO and the rest decide NOT TO. Are you in
the top 2% of the population that want to MAKE THINGS HAPPEN? The reason why people are
reluctant to DECIDE is they don’t want to ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY. Assuming responsibility is
part and parcel of taking control and making a decision. The cost of CHOOSING NOT TO choose
is far greater than CHOOSING TO CHOOSE.
Remember, what happens? NOTHING JUST HAPPENS! For anything to happen, take place,
change – it requires a CHOICE resulting in an ACTION to make that something happen. So you
might be asking yourself: ”Why is NOTHING good happening in my life?” Well, have you decided
to CHANGE? Have you tried changing the way you THINK and SPEAK? As you think and speak,
YOU ARE! If you do things in the same way – can you expect a different result? NO! SO if you
don’t like the OUTPUT in your life change your INPUT, i.e. what you put into your headspace.
Remember Garbage In Garbage Out!
When is the best time to do this? NOW!!!
You can’t change WHAT has happened to you BUT you can change the way you REACT to what
has happened to you! How you DECIDE to react will determine what HAPPENS next. Don’t forget
that with every CHOICE made, there is always a CONSEQUENCE – positive or negative. That
consequence can sometimes be LONG TERM. What is the difference between the BILLIONAIRE
and the BUM? Their THINKING and how they REACT to their thinking. SIMPLE AS THAT!
As part of your road to SUCCESS on your journey to The Answer, take control NOW and CHOOSE
TO CHOOSE! Should have, would have and could have. REGRETS! Recognize that regrets are the
very things that prevent YOU from LIVING life to the full. Life after BIRTH is just as important as
life after DEATH! BECOMING who you have become is nothing compared to who you CAN
BECOME. It all boils down to CHOICE! When? NOW!

